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Tell us about SHELTER Custom-Built Living’s process.

What were some of the must-have elements
for the homeowners?
The homeowners were looking for a non-traditional contemporary
home. This home has been described as a “Lowcountry Coastal
Vernacular executed with a modern hand.” The homeowners gained
design inspiration from Turks and Caicos to St. Barts, but also fell
in love with some designs in Singapore. The homeowners were
looking for a modern style. There are cutting edge design details at
every turn from home automation to custom-curated wall panel
and double island kitchen with jaw-dropping waterfall countertops.
Contemporary exterior elements such as large windows, nontraditional roof structures, and gas lanterns were used to connect the
home to the Charleston area.

As a custom builder, how do you ensure that no two
projects are the same?
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Our process begins with assembling a team to ensure the client’s
vision, budget, and experience are the focus. Our transparent
process using a cloud-based management system keeps everyone
involved regarding the cost of the build. With client approvals
needed to make changes in advance, weekly site meetings,
design team selection meetings, and weekly design-build team
meetings ensure communication is key, details are captured,
executed, and changes are made within a timely manner.

We pride ourselves on building unique custom homes that are both
stylish and liveable. Our goal is to ensure each client’s home reflects
their vision while our design team guides the client with creative,
unique finishes.

For more information, call SHELTER Custom-Built Living at
(843) 471-1833 or visit sheltercustombuiltliving.com.
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PROJECT FILES

High-Tech Custom Build
When building their custom home, these homeowners knew they wanted a smart house
so they enlisted the help of local technology pros to amplify their home experience.
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PROJECT FILES

(above) The contemporary home features high tech elements throughout. In the master bedroom, a screen rolls down from a contraption in the
ceiling for the owners to watch television. (inset) Gauzy smart glass was installed in the master walk-in shower to ensure privacy.

T

here are so many ways to integrate technology solutions with your lifestyle including structured wiring,
security and surveillance, audio/visual, home automation, networking, lighting control, voice control and
more. These Daniel Island dwellers, who were working with
SHELTER Custom-Built Living to build their dream home,
knew they wanted it all when it came to their home
tech. They envisioned a smart home where all
of the technology disappeared and would be
easy to use. They were also looking for a
state-of-the-art lighting system for both
the interior and exterior of their home.
Innovative Sight & Sound was brought
on board to ensure that every technology
consideration for the homeowners was
covered. “To bring their vision to life, we
designed a custom technology system with
components that touch every aspect of the
home,” explains Ryan Henley of Innovative Sight
& Sound. “These components include a Control4 automation system, Colorbeam lighting system, Stealth Acoustics invisible speakers, Screen Innovations motorized shades
and projector screens, LG short throw projector, Coastal
Source landscape lighting, AI voice control, James Loudspeaker custom outdoor speakers, Araknis network, Luma
surveillance system, Aria vents, and DMF lighting features.”
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The first step to bring their tech vision to life was for the homeowners to sit down with the Innovative team for what they call
a discovery meeting. “We want to hear from the client, learn
about how they hope to use their space, and find out what’s important to them aesthetically and practically in their space,”
Ryan notes. “The design team creates low voltage drawings,
lighting drawings, system designs, and a thorough
proposal detailing every aspect of the technology system for client review and feedback.”
Ryan notes that the Innovative team invests
time and attention to detail into the engineered design for their systems to ensure
everything is operating as intended during
installation. “Our teams have extensive
quality control measures and a testing
process each system goes through,” he says.
The goal for any system from Innovative is to
enhance the homeowner’s lives and help make
things more convenient. With these homeowners’ system, they can monitor and control every aspect of their
property from anywhere. With the automation and integration of all the technology products throughout the home,
everything is made easier. Pressing the “Good Night” button
in the owner’s suite turns off all the audio and visual throughout the house, turns off all the lights, closes the garage doors,

Seamless Design
A seamless walk-in shower in the
master is full of modern elements
and a glamorous feel. Add
gauzy smart glass for privacy
and you’re getting ready in the
perfect spot.
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(above left) Landscape lighting keeps the house lit at night for safety. (above right) The control screen in the master bedroom operates the home
automation and lighting throughout. (bottom right) A flat screen television was a must in the bonus room for the homeowners to enjoy watching their
favorite sports teams. (bottom left) Ryan Henley of Innovative Sight & Sound.

locks the doors, adjusts the thermostats, and arms the security system.
In addition, the homeowners request
for a state-of-the-art lighting system
was met by integrating Colorbeam
lighting throughout the home. By integrating Control4, the Colorbeam
tunable light fixtures automatically
adjust the color temperature to provide a bright white that mimics natural daylight. At night, the system
adjusts to a warmer color temperature for a more relaxing environment.
Like with any home system such as
HVAC, pools, or landscape watering,
Ryan explains there is ongoing mainte-
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nance involved to ensure your technology system works properly. According
to Ryan, Innovative addresses this reality in two ways. “One is remote monitoring and support. The benefit to a
connect system is our ability to remotely monitor and service electronic components to diagnose and troubleshoot
any issues that come up,” he adds. “The
second is Innovative’s service plans
and extended warranties that include
extending equipment warranties, proactive maintenance visits, guaranteed
response times, and other services to
prolong the life of electronic systems.”

their expertise, process, and team to help
them adapt and overcome. “Thankfully,
for a project of this size and scope, everything went according to plan,” Ryan
mentions. “We attribute this not only
to Innovative’s experience and process,
but also to the high caliber of the builder, SHELTER Custom-Built Living, and
their dedication to excellence.” ✴
For more information, call Innovative Sight
& Sound at (843) 737-6145 or visit
beinnovative.com/charleston.

Ryan notes that in order to overcome any
obstacles that arise, Innovative relies on
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